LOCAL RULES REGARDING TEMPORARY GREENS AND POSTING
DURING SUMMER 2022
The RRMGA is adopting a Local Rule for all individual and team
competition during the use of temporary greens during the summer of
2022.

TEMPORARY GREENS
A line will be painted around all temporary greens that have a flag stick.
This will designate the extent of the temporary green. Any ball at rest
and touching or overhanging the painted line shall be deemed to be on
the putting surface.
In competition play, once the ball is on the putting green, the player
shall make a stroke in attempt to hole the putt. If the ball is not holed
but remains on the putting green, the player shall pick it up, add a
stroke, for the pick up as a stroke and move to the next hole.
If the attempt at the putt does not remain on the putting green, the
player must continue play until the ball is again on the green and then
proceed as above.
All play on Temporary greens is deemed to be “Non Postable”. Do not
post these scores. All scores played outside of Robson Ranch are
postable, unless so indicated by the course at time of play. Any player
just practicing or playing “IDGAS” games are exempt from these rules
as these rounds are not postable.

TEE BOXES
The tee boxes will be pushed back one level. The Pine tees will be now
from the Black position, Rust from the Pine, Plum from the Rust. Combo

Tees will be played from the colored tee blocks you are used to; ie. Pine
/Rust Combo will hit from the Pine/Rust tee blocks, etc.

ABNORMAL COURSE CONDITIONS (GROUND UNDER REPAIR)
Any areas of the course that are clearly disturbed by construction
(whether marked or not) shall be played as Ground Under Repair and
relief for lie, stance or swing is permitted with no penalty under Rule
16.
For GUR relief in the General Area, determine the nearest point of
complete relief and drop within one club length.
If an entire bunker is designated as GUR, proceed under the General
Area relief rules.
No GUR relief for a ball in a penalty area.

